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1 INTRODUCTION
The current theoretical understanding of elementary particle physics is based on gauge
theories, which are constructed following the principle of gauge invariance. While the
classical Lagrangian is manifestly gauge-invariant, one is forced to fix a gauge in order to
quantize the theory. In the conventional formulation, the gauge symmetry is spoiled in
intermediate steps of calculations and can only be restored at the very end by projecting
on physical degrees of freedom.
To avoid the explicit breaking of gauge symmetry, the background-field method (BFM)
[ 1, 2] was developed. By decomposing the usual gauge field into a quantum field and a
background field one can impose the gauge fixing necessary for quantization while keeping
the gauge invariance of the effective action. The BFM proved to be a valuable tool in
gauge theories facilitating computations both technically and conceptually. It has found
many applications in gravity and supergravity [ 3] and also in QCD, e.g. for the calculation
of the β-function [ 2, 4]. The equivalence of the S matrix in the BFM to the conventional
one has been proven in Ref. [ 5]. In the recent formulation of string motivated rules for
more efficient computations in gauge theories, the BFM plays an important role [ 6].
An application to the electroweak one-loop process Z → 3γ was presented in Ref. [ 7].
The advantages of calculating S-matrix elements within the BFM are mainly due to
the fact that the gauge fixing of the background fields is completely independent of the
quantum gauge fixing. The choice of an appropriate background gauge can simplify
practical calculations considerably. However, for spontaneously broken gauge theories the
BFM has hardly been used. There exists no complete formulation of the BFM for the
electroweak Standard Model (SM). In particular, the renormalization has not been worked
out in detail.
Recently it was shown [ 8, 9] that application of the BFM in QCD and the electroweak
SM yields Green functions with very desirable theoretical properties. They fulfill simple
QED-like Ward identities and, in comparison to their counterparts in the conventional
Rξ-gauge formalism, often have an improved asymptotic, UV, and IR behavior. The
issue of obtaining Green functions with suitable properties has found considerable interest
in the literature during the last years [ 10, 11, 12, 13]. It is especially important for
applications dealing with off-shell Green functions. These become relevant when higher-
order contributions are resummed in order to define running coupling constants or to take
into account finite-width effects in resonance regions. Furthermore, off-shell formfactors
are frequently discussed, e.g. for the neutrino or for the top quark. Off-shell self-energies
are often used to parametrize electroweak radiative corrections.
Most previous attempts for the construction of Green functions suitable for these
purposes aimed on eliminating their gauge-parameter dependence within a special class
of gauges, usually the Rξ gauges. To this end new “Green functions” were constructed by
rearranging contributions between self-energies, vertex and box diagrams. In particular,
the pinch technique (PT) [ 12, 13] provides a definite prescription for obtaining gauge-
parameter independent quantities at one-loop order. They were found to fulfill simple
Ward identities and possess other desirable theoretical properties. Despite these successes,
there are a number of problems related to the PT approach. The extension of the PT to
higher orders is rather involved [ 14], and even at one-loop order the PT is not applicable
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in a straightforward manner to all possible Green functions. In addition to these technical
difficulties, the PT has also conceptual problems. Strictly speaking, the resulting building
blocks of the S matrix should not be called Green functions since their field theoretical
meaning has not been clarified. The process independence of the new “Green functions”
constructed within the PT has not been proven. Moreover, the simple Ward identities
and other desirable features have not been derived within the PT but only verified for
specific one-loop examples.
In Refs. [ 8, 9] it was shown that on the basis of the BFM these theoretical problems
are resolved. The results obtained within the PT in QCD and the SM were shown to
coincide with the special case ξQ = 1 of the BFM results, where ξQ is a quantum gauge
parameter associated with the gauge fixing of the quantum fields1. The BFM vertex
functions are directly derived from the effective action in all orders of perturbation theory
and are evidently process-independent. The validity of QED-like Ward identities is a
direct consequence of the gauge invariance of the effective action. Furthermore, one can
show that the Ward identities of the BFM directly imply other desirable properties of the
Green functions.
From the formulation of the BFM it follows that the Ward identities and the desirable
features of Green functions hold for all values of the quantum gauge parameter ξQ. This
fact is of importance in view of the former treatments [ 10, 11, 12, 13] which focus on
the elimination of the gauge-parameter dependence. The analysis in the BFM shows that
not the requirement of gauge-parameter independence is the criterion leading to Green
functions with suitable properties but the Ward identities following from gauge invariance.
The ambiguity of the vertex functions quantified in the BFM by their dependence on ξQ is
also inherent in the former treatments where it corresponds to the ambiguity in choosing
different prescriptions for eliminating the gauge-parameter dependence.
Owing to the aforementioned properties, the BFM is a well suited formalism for appli-
cations in the electroweak SM concerning both the discussion of off-shell quantities and
a technically and conceptually simplified evaluation of S-matrix elements. The purpose
of this paper is to provide the tools necessary for applying the BFM in the SM and to
investigate consequences of the explicit gauge invariance present in the BFM formulation.
In particular, an explicit on-shell renormalization of the SM in the BFM is worked out
in accordance with the gauge invariance of the effective action. The gauge invariance
implies relations between the renormalization constants for parameters and fields and
greatly simplifies the renormalization.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we write out the classical Lagrangian
in order to define our conventions and perform the quantization of the SM in the BFM.
The properties of the resulting gauge-invariant effective action and the construction of
the S matrix are discussed. In section 3 we derive the Ward identities of the theory. For
several examples the differences to the conventional formalism are discussed. In section 4
the renormalization of the SM in the BFM is worked out. Section 5 illustrates how
desirable properties of the BFM vertex functions can directly be related to the Ward
identities. In the appendix, a complete list of Feynman rules for the SM in the BFM is
1The agreement between the BFM results for ξQ = 1 obtained in QCD and the corresponding PT
results was also noted in Ref. [ 15].
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given for an arbitrary value of the quantum gauge parameter. All counterterms necessary
for one-loop calculations are included.
2 THE GAUGE-INVARIANT EFFECTIVE ACTION FOR THE STAN-
DARD MODEL
2.1 The classical Lagrangian
In order to define the relevant quantities, we begin with the classical Lagrangian LC
of the (minimal) electroweak SM. It consists of the Yang-Mills, the Higgs and the fermion
part
LC = LYM + LH + LF. (1)
The Yang-Mills part is given as
LYM = −1
4
(
∂µWˆ
a
ν − ∂νWˆ aµ + g2εabcWˆ bµWˆ cν
)2 − 1
4
(
∂µBˆν − ∂νBˆµ
)2
, (2)
where the isotriplet Wˆ aµ , a = 1, 2, 3, is associated with the generators I
a
W of the weak
isospin group SU(2)W and the isosinglet Bˆµ with the weak hypercharge YW of the group
U(1)Y. For later convenience we denote the classical gauge and Higgs fields with a caret.
The Higgs part has the form
LH =
(
DˆµΦˆ
)† (
DˆµΦˆ
)
− V (Φˆ) (3)
with the covariant derivative
Dˆµ = ∂µ − ig2IaWWˆ aµ + ig1
YW
2
Bˆµ. (4)
In (3), Φˆ(x) denotes the complex scalar SU(2)W doublet field of the minimal Higgs sector
with hypercharge Y ΦˆW = 1
Φˆ(x) =
 φˆ+(x)
φˆ0(x)
 , (5)
and the Higgs potential reads
V (Φˆ) =
λ
4
(
Φˆ†Φˆ
)2 − µ2Φˆ†Φˆ. (6)
We write the fermionic part as (neglecting quark mixing as throughout this paper)
LF =
∑
k
(
L
L
k iDˆ/L
L
k +Q
L
k iDˆ/Q
L
k
)
+
∑
k
(
l
R
k iDˆ/l
R
k + u
R
k iDˆ/u
R
k + d
R
k iDˆ/d
R
k
)
−∑
k
(
L
L
kG
l
kl
R
k Φˆ +Q
L
kG
u
ku
R
k
ˆ˜Φ +Q
L
kG
d
kd
R
k Φˆ + h.c.
)
. (7)
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The left-handed fermions of each lepton (L) and quark (Q) generation are grouped into
SU(2)W doublets (the color index is suppressed)
LLk = ω−Lk =
 νLk
lLk
 , QLk = ω−Qk =
uLk
dLk
 , (8)
the right-handed fermions into singlets
lRk = ω+lk, u
R
k = ω+uk, d
R
k = ω+dk, (9)
where ω± = (1 ± γ5)/2 are the projectors on right- and left-handed fields, respectively,
k is the generation index, and ν, l, u and d stand for neutrinos, charged leptons, up-
type quarks and down-type quarks, respectively. The weak hypercharge YW is assigned
according to the Gell-Mann Nishijima relation
YW = 2(Q− I3W), (10)
where Q is the electric charge operator. In (7), Glk, G
u
k and G
d
k denote the Yukawa
couplings, ˆ˜Φ =
(
φˆ0∗,−φˆ−
)T
is the charge-conjugated Higgs field, and φˆ− =
(
φˆ+
)∗
.
The physical gauge-boson fields are obtained via
Wˆ±µ =
1√
2
(
Wˆ 1µ ∓ iWˆ 2µ
)
,
 Zˆµ
Aˆµ
 =
 cW sW
−sW cW
 Wˆ 3µ
Bˆµ
 , (11)
where
cW = cos θW =
g2√
g21 + g
2
2
=
MW
MZ
, sW = sin θW =
√
1− c2W, (12)
and θW is the weak mixing angle. The electromagnetic coupling is given by
e =
g1g2√
g21 + g
2
2
; (13)
further relations between the physical parameters and the parameters in LC can be found
in Ref. [ 16].
2.2 Quantization in the background-field method
In the conventional formalism directly the fields appearing in the classical Lagrangian
are quantized. A gauge-fixing term is added to LC which breaks the explicit gauge invari-
ance.
Instead, when going from the classical to the quantized theory in the BFM [ 1, 2], the
fields Vˆ of LC are split into classical background fields Vˆ and quantum fields V ,
LC(Vˆ )→ LC(Vˆ + V ). (14)
The quantum fields are the variables of integration in the functional integral. A gauge-
fixing term is added which only breaks the gauge invariance of the quantum fields but
retains the gauge invariance of the effective action with respect to the background fields.
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In order to avoid tree-level mixing between the gauge bosons and the corresponding
unphysical Higgs bosons, we use a generalization of the ’t Hooft gauge fixing to the BFM [
17]
LGF = − 1
2ξWQ
[
(δac∂µ + g2ε
abcWˆ bµ)W
c,µ − ig2ξWQ
1
2
(Φˆ†iσ
a
ijΦj − Φ†iσaijΦˆj)
]2
− 1
2ξBQ
[
∂µB
µ + ig1ξ
B
Q
1
2
(Φˆ†iΦi − Φ†i Φˆi)
]2
, (15)
where σa, a = 1, 2, 3, denote the Pauli matrices, and ξWQ , ξ
B
Q are parameters associated
with the gauge fixing of the quantum fields. The background Higgs field Φˆ has the usual
non-vanishing vacuum expectation value v, while the one of the quantum Higgs field Φ is
zero:
Φˆ(x) =
 φˆ+(x)
1√
2
(v + Hˆ(x) + iχˆ(x))
 , Φ(x) =
 φ+(x)
1√
2
(H(x) + iχ(x))
 . (16)
Here Hˆ and H denote the physical background and quantum Higgs field, respectively, and
φˆ+, χˆ, φ+, χ are unphysical degrees of freedom. The gauge-fixing term (15) translates to
the conventional one upon replacing the background Higgs field by its vacuum expectation
value and omitting the background SU(2)W triplet field Wˆ
a
µ . Background-field gauge
invariance restricts the number of quantum gauge parameters to two, one for SU(2)W and
one for U(1)Y.
In the spirit of the BFM, one should also split the fermion fields into background
and quantum fields. However, for all fields that do not enter the gauge-fixing term,
quantization in the BFM is equivalent to the conventional formalism. The Feynman rules
for background and quantum fields are identical for these fields and there is no need to
distinguish them. We therefore use a common symbol for the fermion fields, i.e. we do
not write a caret for the fermion background fields.
Next, we express the gauge-fixing term (15) by physical fields. In order to avoid tree-
level mixing between the photon and the Z boson one has to chose ξQ = ξ
W
Q = ξ
B
Q . This
yields
LGF = − 1
2ξQ
[
(GA)2 + (GZ)2 + 2G+G−
]
, (17)
where
GA = ∂µAµ + ie(Wˆ
+
µ W
−µ −W+µ Wˆ−µ) + ieξQ(φˆ−φ+ − φˆ+φ−),
GZ = ∂µZµ − iecW
sW
(Wˆ+µ W
−µ −W+µ Wˆ−µ)− ieξQ
c2W − s2W
2cWsW
(φˆ−φ+ − φˆ+φ−)
+eξQ
1
2cWsW
(χˆH − Hˆχ− vχ),
G± = ∂µW±µ ± ie(Aˆµ −
cW
sW
Zˆµ)W±µ ∓ ie(Aµ −
cW
sW
Zµ)Wˆ±µ
∓ieξQ 1
2sW
[
(v + Hˆ ∓ iχˆ)φ± − (H ∓ iχ)φˆ±
]
. (18)
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Finally, we add a Faddeev–Popov part to the Lagrangian
LFP = −u¯α δG
α
δθβ
uβ, (19)
where α = A,Z,±, and δGα/δθβ is the variation of the gauge-fixing terms Gα under the
infinitesimal quantum gauge transformations of the quantum fields
δW±µ = ∂µδθ
± ∓ ie(W±µ + Wˆ±µ )(δθA −
cW
sW
δθZ)± ie
[
(Aµ + Aˆµ)− cW
sW
(Zµ + Zˆµ)
]
δθ±,
δZµ = ∂µδθ
Z − iecW
sW
[
(W+µ + Wˆ
+
µ )δθ
− − (W−µ + Wˆ−µ )δθ+
]
,
δAµ = ∂µδθ
A + ie
[
(W+µ + Wˆ
+
µ )δθ
− − (W−µ + Wˆ−µ )δθ+
]
,
δφ± = ± ie
2sW
[
H + Hˆ + v ± i(χ + χˆ)
]
δθ± ∓ ie(φ± + φˆ±)(δθA − c
2
W − s2W
2cWsW
δθZ),
δH =
ie
2sW
[
(φ+ + φˆ+)δθ− − (φ− + φˆ−)δθ+
]
+
e
2cWsW
(χ + χˆ)δθZ ,
δχ =
e
2sW
[
(φ+ + φˆ+)δθ− + (φ− + φˆ−)δθ+
]
− e
2cWsW
(H + Hˆ + v)δθZ . (20)
Using the Lagrangian specified above, an effective action Γ[Vˆ , Sˆ, F, F¯ ] is constructed
following Ref. [ 2], where Vˆ collectively denotes the background gauge fields, Sˆ the back-
ground Higgs fields and F the fermion fields. Γ[Vˆ , Sˆ, F, F¯ ] is invariant under the back-
ground gauge transformations of the background fields
δWˆ±µ = ∂µδθˆ
± ∓ ieWˆ±µ (δθˆA −
cW
sW
δθˆZ)± ie(Aˆµ − cW
sW
Zˆµ)δθˆ
±,
δZˆµ = ∂µδθˆ
Z − iecW
sW
(Wˆ+µ δθˆ
− − Wˆ−µ δθˆ+),
δAˆµ = ∂µδθˆ
A + ie(Wˆ+µ δθˆ
− − Wˆ−µ δθˆ+),
δφˆ± = ± ie
2sW
(Hˆ + v ± iχˆ)δθˆ± ∓ ieφˆ±(δθˆA − c
2
W − s2W
2cWsW
δθˆZ),
δHˆ =
ie
2sW
(φˆ+δθˆ− − φˆ−δθˆ+) + e
2cWsW
χˆδθˆZ ,
δχˆ =
e
2sW
(φˆ+δθˆ− + φˆ−δθˆ+)− e
2cWsW
(Hˆ + v)δθˆZ , (21)
and the corresponding transformations of the fermion fields
δfLu =
ie√
2sW
fLd δθˆ
+ − ie
[
Qfuδθˆ
A −
(
1
2cWsW
−Qfu
sW
cW
)
δθˆZ
]
fLu ,
δfLd =
ie√
2sW
fLu δθˆ
− − ie
[
Qfdδθˆ
A +
(
1
2cWsW
+Qfd
sW
cW
)
δθˆZ
]
fLd ,
δfR = −ieQf (δθˆA + sW
cW
δθˆZ)fR, (22)
where fLu stands for all left-handed up-type quarks and neutrinos of (8), f
L
d denotes their
isospin partners, and fR represents the right-handed singlets of (9).
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The effective action Γ[Vˆ , Sˆ, F, F¯ ] is the generating functional of the vertex functions
which are obtained by differentiating Γ[Vˆ , Sˆ, F, F¯ ] with respect to its arguments. The
vertex functions can be calculated from Feynman rules that distinguish between quantum
and background fields. Whereas the quantum fields appear only inside loops, the back-
ground fields are associated with the external lines. Apart from doubling of the gauge
and Higgs fields, the BFM Feynman rules differ from the conventional ones only owing to
the gauge-fixing and ghost terms, which affect only vertices that involve both background
and quantum fields. Since the gauge-fixing term is non-linear in the fields, the gauge
parameter enters also the gauge-boson vertices. As mentioned above, the lowest-order
Feynman rules involving fermion fields are the same as in the conventional formalism.
The S matrix is constructed in the usual way by forming trees with vertices from
Γ[Vˆ , Sˆ, F, F¯ ] which are connected by lowest-order background-field propagators [ 5]. As
a simple example, we calculated the one-loop process Z → bb¯ for arbitrary values of ξQ.
We verified that the resulting S-matrix element is in fact independent of ξQ and equal to
the one obtained in the conventional formalism.
We have evaluated the complete set of BFM Feynman rules in the electroweak SM for
arbitrary values of the quantum gauge parameter ξQ. They are listed in the appendix.
Despite the distinction between background and quantum fields, calculations in the BFM
become in general simpler than in the conventional formalism. This is in particular the
case in the ’t Hooft-Feynman gauge (ξQ = 1) for the quantum fields where many vertices
simplify considerably (see appendix). Moreover, the gauge fixing of the background fields
is totally unrelated to the gauge fixing of the quantum fields. This freedom can be used
to choose a particularly suitable background gauge, e.g. the unitary gauge or a non-linear
gauge [ 18]. In this way the number of Feynman diagrams can be reduced drastically.
The gauge fixing of the background fields does not affect Γ[Vˆ , Sˆ, F, F¯ ]. It is only relevant
for the construction of connected Green functions and S-matrix elements. In particular,
in linear background gauges only the tree-level propagators are concerned.
Since the background gauge parameters enter only tree-level quantities, their cancel-
lation in S-matrix elements is a direct consequence of the BFM Ward identities. As an
example, this can easily be checked for background Rξ gauges in four-fermion processes.
In this case, the BFM Ward identities imply the cancellation of the background gauge
parameters separately for self-energy and vertex contributions.
In Ref. [ 7], the BFM was applied to the process Z → 3γ at one-loop order. How-
ever, the gauge-fixing term used there breaks background-field gauge invariance since no
background Higgs field has been introduced. This influences the vertex functions with
external Higgs fields. Since for the specific process treated in Ref. [ 7] no such vertex
function contributes, the results obtained there are nevertheless unaffected. In Ref. [ 7],
the Feynman rules for vertices involving exactly two quantum fields and no background
Higgs fields were given for the special case ξQ = 1. Putting ξQ = 1 in the corresponding
rules given in appendix A we find agreement except for the ones in (A49b) which differ
by a factor 2.
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3 WARD IDENTITIES
The invariance of the effective action under the background gauge transformations
specified in (21) and (22),
δΓ =
∑
i
δΓ[Vˆ , Sˆ, F, F¯ ]
δVˆi
δVˆi +
∑
j
δΓ[Vˆ , Sˆ, F, F¯ ]
δSˆj
δSˆj
+
∑
k
(
δF¯k
δΓ[Vˆ , Sˆ, F, F¯ ]
δF¯k
− δΓ[Vˆ , Sˆ, F, F¯ ]
δFk
δFk
)
= 0, (23)
where i, j, k run over all background gauge fields, background Higgs fields and fermion
fields, respectively, gives rise to simple Ward identities. Since the gauge invariance has
been retained in the background-field formulation, these are precisely the Ward identities
related to the classical Lagrangian. This is in contrast to the conventional formalism
where owing to the gauge-fixing procedure the explicit gauge invariance is lost and the
Ward identities are obtained from the invariance under BRS transformations. These
Slavnov–Taylor identities have a more complicated structure and in general involve ghost
contributions (see e.g. Ref. [ 19]).
The BFMWard identities follow from differentiating (23) with respect to the fields and
are valid in all orders of perturbation theory. Note that the identities hold for arbitrary
values of the quantum gauge parameter.
We first list some identities for self-energies. These are related to the two-point vertex
functions as follows
ΓVˆ Vˆ
′
µν (k,−k) = i(−gµνk2 + kµkν + gµνM2Vˆ )δVˆ Vˆ ′
+ i
(
−gµν + kµkν
k2
)
ΣVˆ Vˆ
′
T (k
2)− ikµkν
k2
ΣVˆ Vˆ
′
L (k
2),
ΓWˆ
±φˆ∓
µ (k,−k) = ikµ
[
±MW + ΣWˆ±φˆ∓(k2)
]
,
ΓZˆχˆµ (k,−k) = ikµ
[
iMZ + Σ
Zˆχˆ(k2)
]
,
ΓAˆχˆµ (k,−k) = ikµΣAˆχˆ(k2),
ΓAˆHˆµ (k,−k) = ikµΣAˆHˆ(k2),
ΓHˆHˆ(k,−k) = i(k2 −M2H) + iΣHˆHˆ(k2),
Γχˆχˆ(k,−k) = ik2 + iΣχˆχˆ(k2),
Γφˆ
+φˆ−(k,−k) = ik2 + iΣφˆ+φˆ−(k2),
ΓHˆ = iT Hˆ ,
Γf¯f (p,−p) = −i(6p +mf )− i6p ω−Σf¯fL (p2)− i6p ω+Σf¯ fR (p2) + imfΣf¯ fS (p2) (24)
where Vˆ , Vˆ ′ indicate vector fields, and, as throughout this paper, all momenta and fields
in the vertex functions are incoming. In the following we omit the second argument of
the two-point vertex functions which is fixed by momentum conservation. Note that no
gauge-fixing terms for the background fields are included in the vertex functions, i.e. the
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lowest-order contributions to the vertex functions follow directly from LC. The self-
energies contain no tadpole contributions; these appear explicitly as T Hˆ . We obtain the
following Ward identities for the self-energies
ΣAˆAˆL (k
2) = 0, (25)
ΣAˆZˆL (k
2) = 0, (26)
ΣAˆχˆ(k2) = 0, (27)
ΣAˆHˆ(k2) = 0, (28)
ΣZˆZˆL (k
2)− iMZΣZˆχˆ(k2) = 0, (29)
k2ΣZˆχˆ(k2)− iMZΣχˆχˆ(k2) + i e
2cWsW
T Hˆ = 0, (30)
ΣWˆ
±Wˆ∓
L (k
2)∓MWΣWˆ∓φˆ±(k2) = 0, (31)
k2ΣWˆ
±φˆ∓ ∓MWΣφˆ±φˆ∓ ± e
2sW
T Hˆ = 0. (32)
As a direct consequence of the Ward identities (25) and (26) and of the analyticity of
ΓAˆAˆµν (k) and Γ
AˆZˆ
µν (k) at k
2 = 0 their transverse parts vanish at zero momentum, i.e.
ΣAˆAˆT (0) = 0, (33)
and
ΣAˆZˆT (0) = 0. (34)
Whereas the QED relations (25) and (33) are valid in the BFM to all orders, they only
hold at one-loop order in the conventional formalism. The identities (26), (27) and (34)
have no conventional counterpart. Note that the vanishing of the photon–Z-boson mixing
at zero momentum is explicitly enforced through a renormalization condition in the usual
on-shell scheme (see e.g. Ref. [ 16]), while in the BFM it is automatically fulfilled as a
consequence of gauge invariance. The impact of the BFM on the renormalization program
will be discussed in more detail in the next section. Equation (27) shows that in contrast to
the Rξ gauges of the conventional formalism the photon does not mix with the unphysical
scalar χ in the BFM. For the Z-boson self-energy one has in the usual formalism at
one-loop order2
k2
[
ΣZZL (k
2)− 2iMZΣZχ(k2)
]
−M2ZΣχχ(k2) +
eMZ
2cWsW
TH = 0. (35)
In the BFM, this relation decouples into two simpler Ward identities, (29) and (30), which
are valid to all orders.
The three-point function ΓAˆf¯fµ obeys
kµΓAˆf¯fµ (k, p¯, p) = −eQf [Γf¯f(p¯)− Γf¯f(−p)], (36)
2For the relations corresponding to (25) and (35) in the conventional formalism at two-loop order
see Ref. [ 20].
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i.e. just the QEDWard identity. Note that despite the U(1)em gauge invariance of the clas-
sical Lagrangian the conventional formalism does not yield the QED-type Ward identity
in the SM. In the BFM, the Ward identities for the Zˆf¯f and Wˆ f¯f vertices read
kµΓZˆf¯fµ (k, p¯, p)− iMZΓχˆf¯f (k, p¯, p) = e[Γf¯ f(p¯)(vf − afγ5)− (vf + afγ5)Γf¯f(−p)],
(37)
kµΓWˆ
+f¯ufd
µ (k, p¯, p)−MWΓφˆ
+f¯ufd(k, p¯, p) =
e√
2sW
[Γf¯ufu(p¯)ω− − ω+Γf¯dfd(−p)],
kµΓWˆ
−f¯dfu
µ (k, p¯, p) +MWΓ
φˆ−f¯dfu(k, p¯, p) =
e√
2sW
[Γf¯dfd(p¯)ω− − ω+Γf¯ufu(−p)], (38)
where vf = (I
3
W,f − 2s2WQf )/(2sWcW) and af = I3W,f/(2sWcW). Also the triple gauge-
boson vertex fulfills a QED-like Ward identity
kµΓAˆWˆ
+Wˆ−
µρσ (k, k+, k−) = e[Γ
Wˆ+Wˆ−
ρσ (k+)− ΓWˆ
+Wˆ−
ρσ (−k−)]. (39)
An example involving vertex functions with Higgs bosons is:
kµZΓ
ZˆχˆHˆ
µ (kZ , kχ, kH)− iMZΓχˆχˆHˆ(kZ , kχ, kH) = −i
e
2sWcW
[ΓHˆHˆ(kH)− Γχˆχˆ(kχ)]. (40)
Further Ward identities are listed in Refs. [ 8, 9].
4 RENORMALIZATION OF THE STANDARD MODEL
As we will show in this section, the BFM gauge invariance has important consequences
for the structure of the renormalization constants necessary to render Green functions and
S-matrix elements finite. The arguments which we give in the following are made explicit
for the one-loop level. It is easy, however, to extend them by induction to arbitrary orders
in perturbation theory.
Following the QCD treatment of Ref. [ 2], we introduce field renormalization only for
the background fields. We start with the following set of renormalization constants for
the parameters
e0 = Zee = (1 + δZe)e,
M2W,0 = M
2
W + δM
2
W,
M2Z ,0 = M
2
Z + δM
2
Z,
M2H,0 = M
2
H + δM
2
H,
mf ,0 = mf + δmf ,
t0 = t+ δt, (41)
and fields
Wˆ±0 = Z
1/2
Wˆ
Wˆ± = (1 +
1
2
δZWˆ )Wˆ
±, Zˆ0
Aˆ0
 =
Z1/2ZˆZˆ Z1/2ZˆAˆ
Z
1/2
AˆZˆ
Z
1/2
AˆAˆ

 Zˆ
Aˆ
 =
 1 + 12δZZˆZˆ 12δZZˆAˆ
1
2
δZAˆZˆ 1 +
1
2
δZAˆAˆ

 Zˆ
Aˆ
 ,
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Hˆ0 = Z
1/2
Hˆ
Hˆ = (1 +
1
2
δZHˆ)Hˆ,
χˆ0 = Z
1/2
χˆ χˆ = (1 +
1
2
δZχˆ)χˆ,
φˆ±0 = Z
1/2
φˆ
φˆ± = (1 +
1
2
δZφˆ)φˆ
±,
fL0 =
(
ZLf
)1/2
fL = (1 +
1
2
δZLf )f
L,
fR0 =
(
ZRf
)1/2
fR = (1 +
1
2
δZRf )f
R. (42)
The tadpole counterterm δt renormalizes the term in the Lagrangian linear in the Higgs
field Hˆ which we denote by tHˆ(x) with t = v(µ2 − λv2/4). It corrects for the shift in the
minimum of the Higgs potential due to radiative corrections. Choosing v as the correct
vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field Φˆ is equivalent to the vanishing of t.
In order to preserve the background-field gauge invariance when renormalizing the the-
ory it is necessary to require that the renormalized vertex functions fulfill Ward identities
of the same form as the unrenormalized ones. As a consequence, also the counterterms
have to fulfill these Ward identities. This yields relations between the counterterms.
For example, from (26) one obtains immediately
0 = ΣAˆZˆ,renL (k
2) = ΣAˆZˆL (k
2)−M2Z
1
2
δZZˆAˆ = −M2Z
1
2
δZZˆAˆ, (43)
i.e.
δZZˆAˆ = 0. (44)
Expressing bare quantities in the QED Ward identity (36) through renormalized ones and
counterterms yields
kµΓAˆf¯fµ (k, p¯, p) = k
µΓAˆf¯f,renµ (k, p¯, p) + ieQf 6k
(
δZe +
1
2
δZAˆAˆ + δZ
R
e ω+ + δZ
L
e ω−
)
,
where (44) was used, and
−eQf
[
Γf¯f(p¯)− Γf¯f (−p)] = −eQf
[
Γf¯f,ren(p¯)− Γf¯f,ren(−p)] + ieQf 6k
(
δZRe ω+ + δZ
L
e ω−
)
.
Using the Ward identity both for bare and renormalized quantities implies
δZAˆAˆ = −2δZe. (45)
This is just the famous relation between the renormalizations of field and coupling known
from QED. In contrast to the conventional formalism, the BFM yields this relation also
for the electroweak SM. Note that after fixing the charge renormalization there is no
more freedom to impose an extra condition for the field renormalization. Just as in QED,
the on-shell definition of the electric charge together with gauge invariance automatically
fixes the residue of the photon propagator to unity. This can be derived using the Ward
identities (34) and (36). Instead of considering (36), the relation (45) can equivalently be
obtained from the Ward identity (39) for the non-Abelian coupling.
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From the Ward identities (37), (38) and (40) one derives in a similiar way the following
relations between the renormalization constants
δZAˆZˆ = 2
cW
sW
δc2W
c2W
,
δZZˆZˆ = −2δZe −
c2W − s2W
s2W
δc2W
c2W
,
δZWˆ = −2δZe −
c2W
s2W
δc2W
c2W
,
δZHˆ = δZχˆ = δZφˆ = −2δZe −
c2W
s2W
δc2W
c2W
+
δM2W
M2W
, (46)
where
δc2W
c2W
=
δM2W
M2W
− δM
2
Z
M2Z
.
Finally, we get for the field renormalizations of the fermions
δZLf = δZ
L
fu = δZ
L
fd
, (47)
i.e. the field renormalization constants for the two left-handed fermions in a doublet must
be equal.
The relations (44) – (46) express the field renormalization constants of all gauge bosons
and scalars completely in terms of the renormalization constants of the electric charge
and the particle masses. If the renormalized parameters are identified with the physical
electron charge and the physical particle masses, they are manifestly gauge-independent.
Moreover, the bare quantities g1,0, g2,0, λ0, µ0 and G
f
i,0 in the Lagrangian obviously are
also gauge-independent, as they represent free parameters of the theory. According to
(12) and (13), the same is true for the bare charge and the bare weak mixing angle. Con-
sequently, the counterterms δZe and δc
2
W for the gauge couplings are gauge-independent.
The relations (45) and (46) therefore imply that the field renormalizations of all gauge-
boson fields are gauge-independent. This is in contrast to the conventional formalism
where the field renormalizations in the on-shell scheme are gauge-dependent.
It should be recalled at this point that in contrast to δZe and δc
2
W the counterterms
for the masses are not gauge-independent. This can be traced back to the mechanism
of spontaneous symmetry breaking. The non-vanishing vacuum expectation value of the
Higgs field, which generates the mass terms, is clearly not invariant under gauge trans-
formations. Whereas the renormalized value v = 2sWMW/e is gauge-independent, the
bare quantity v0 and the corresponding counterterm δv are not [ 21]. As a consequence,
the bare masses which depend on v0 are gauge-dependent. Thus, the counterterms δM
2
W,
δM2Z, δM
2
H, δmf and δt are also gauge-dependent. The physical masses, however, are
determined by the pole positions of the propagators, i.e. the zeros of k2 −M2 − δM2 +
Cδt/M2H + Σ(k
2) + CT Hˆ/M2H, where C denotes the coupling of the fields to the Higgs
field. The linear combination δM2 − Cδt/M2H of the mass and tadpole counterterm is
independent of δv and thus gauge-independent.
The relations (44) – (46) reduce the number of independent renormalization constants
considerably. One is left with the parameter renormalizations appearing in (41) and the
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fermion field renormalization constants δZLf , δZ
R
fu and δZ
R
fd
. We choose on-shell renor-
malization conditions for the parameters as in Ref. [ 16]3 and express the renormalization
constants in terms of unrenormalized self-energies and the tadpole
δZe =
1
2
∂ΣAˆAˆT (k
2)
∂k2
∣∣∣∣∣
k2=0
,
δM2W = Re
(
ΣWˆ WˆT (M
2
W)
)
,
δM2Z = Re
(
ΣZˆZˆT (M
2
Z)
)
,
δM2H = Re
(
ΣHˆHˆT (M
2
H)
)
,
δmf =
1
2
mf Re
[
Σf¯ fL (m
2
f ) + Σ
f¯ f
R (m
2
f ) + 2Σ
f¯f
S (m
2
f )
]
,
δt = −T Hˆ . (48)
The fermion field renormalization constants can be fixed as follows
δZLf = −ReΣf¯dfdL (m2fd)−m2fd
∂
∂k2
Re
(
Σf¯dfdL (k
2) + Σf¯dfdR (k
2) + 2Σf¯dfdS (k
2)
)∣∣∣∣
k2=m2
fd
,
δZRfu = −ReΣf¯ufuR (m2fu)−m2fu
∂
∂k2
Re
(
Σf¯ufuL (k
2) + Σf¯ufuR (k
2) + 2Σf¯ufuS (k
2)
)∣∣∣∣
k2=m2
fu
,
δZRfd = −ReΣf¯dfdR (m2fd)−m2fd
∂
∂k2
Re
(
Σf¯dfdL (k
2) + Σf¯dfdR (k
2) + 2Σf¯dfdS (k
2)
)∣∣∣∣
k2=m2
fd
. (49)
Although there is no freedom to choose the field renormalizations of the gauge bosons,
scalars and left-handed up-type fermions in the BFM, the specified set of renormalization
constants is still sufficient to render all background-field vertex functions finite4. This is
evident since the divergences of the vertex functions are subject to the same restriction
as the counterterms. In order to illustrate this fact at one-loop order we list the divergent
part of the self-energies in the BFM using dimensional regularization and writing the
dimension as D = 4− ǫ,
(
ΣAˆAˆT (k
2)
)div
=
e2
16π2
k2
(
32
9
n− 7
)
2
ǫ
,
(
ΣAˆZˆT (k
2)
)div
=
e2
16π2
k2
(
32s2W − 12
9cWsW
n+
42c2W + 1
6cWsW
)
2
ǫ
,
(
ΣZˆZˆT (k
2)
)div
=
e2
16π2
[
k2
(
32s4W − 12(2s2W − 1)
9c2Ws
2
W
n− 42c
4
W + 2c
2
W − 1
6c2Ws
2
W
)
3The charge renormalization condition formulated in Ref. [ 16] assumes that the residue of the renor-
malized photon propagator equals unity and that the photon–Z-boson mixing vanishes for on-shell pho-
tons. Owing to the Ward identities, these conditions are fulfilled and we can use the same condition in
the BFM.
4Beyond one-loop order one needs in addition a renormalization of the quantum gauge parameters [
2]. At the one-loop level these counterterms do not enter the background-field vertex functions because
ξQ does not appear in pure background-field vertices. Clearly, the renormalization of gauge parameters
is irrelevant for S-matrix elements at any order as these are gauge-independent.
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−∑
f
m2f
2c2Ws
2
W
+
2M2W +M
2
Z
4c2Ws
2
W
(ξQ + 3)
]
2
ǫ
,
(
ΣWˆ WˆT (k
2)
)div
=
e2
16π2
[
k2
(
4
3s2W
n− 43
6s2W
)
−∑
f
m2f
2s2W
+
2M2W +M
2
Z
4s2W
(ξQ + 3)
]
2
ǫ
,
(
ΣHˆHˆ(k2)
)div
=
e2
16π2
[
k2
∑
f
m2f
2M2Ws
2
W
− 2c
2
W + 1
4c2Ws
2
W
(ξQ + 3)
−∑
f
3m4f
M2Ws
2
W
+
3(5M4H + 12M
4
W + 6M
4
Z) + 5M
2
H(2M
2
W +M
2
Z)ξQ
8M2Ws
2
W
]
2
ǫ
,
(
Σχˆχˆ(k2)
)div
=
(
Σφˆφˆ(k2)
)div
=
e2
16π2
[
k2
∑
f
m2f
2M2Ws
2
W
− 2c
2
W + 1
4c2Ws
2
W
(ξQ + 3)
]2
ǫ
+
e
2MWsW
(
T Hˆ
)div
,
(
Σf¯ fL (k
2)
)div
=
e2
16π2
(
m2f +m
2
f ′
4M2Ws
2
W
+
4s2WQ
2
f − 8I3W,fQfs2W + 2c2W + 1
4c2Ws
2
W
ξQ
)
2
ǫ
,
(
Σf¯ fR (k
2)
)div
=
e2
16π2
(
m2f
2M2Ws
2
W
+
Q2f
c2W
ξQ
)
2
ǫ
,
(
Σf¯ fS (k
2)
)div
= − e
2
16π2
(
m2f ′
2M2Ws
2
W
+
(Qf − I3W,f )Qf
c2W
(ξQ + 3)
)
2
ǫ
,
(
T Hˆ
)div
=
e2
16π2
(
−∑
f
2m4f
eMWsW
+
3(M4H + 4M
4
W + 2M
4
Z) +M
2
H(2M
2
W +M
2
Z)ξQ
4eMWsW
)
2
ǫ
, (50)
where f ′ is the isospin partner of fermion f , n denotes the number of fermion generations
and the summations run over all fermion flavors and colors. The fermion self-energies and
the fermionic contributions to the gauge-boson and scalar self-energies are included for
completeness. They have the same form as in the conventional formalism.
Using (48) and (49) we obtain the divergent parts of the renormalization constants
(δZe)
div =
e2
16π2
1
2
(
32
9
n− 7
)
2
ǫ
,(
δM2W
M2W
)div
=
e2
16π2
 4
3s2W
n− 43
6s2W
−∑
f
m2f
2M2Ws
2
W
+
2c2W + 1
4c2Ws
2
W
(ξQ + 3)
 2
ǫ
,
(
δc2W
c2W
)div
=
e2
16π2
(−32s2W + 12
9c2W
n− 7− 1
6c2W
)
2
ǫ
,
(
δM2H
)div
=
e2
16π2
(∑
f
m2f (M
2
H − 6m2f )
2M2Ws
2
W
+
3[5M4H + 12M
4
W + 6M
4
Z +M
2
H(2M
2
W +M
2
Z)(ξQ − 2)]
8M2Ws
2
W
)
2
ǫ
,
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(δmf )
div =
e2
16π2
mf
(3(m2f −m2f ′)
8M2Ws
2
W
− 3Qf (Qf − I
f
W,3)
c2W
+
(2c2W + 1)ξQ
8c2Ws
2
W
)
2
ǫ
,
(δt)div = −
(
T Hˆ
)div
,(
δZLf
)div
= −
(
Σf¯ufuL (k
2)
)div
= −
(
Σf¯dfdL (k
2)
)div
,(
δZRfu
)div
= −
(
Σf¯ufuR (k
2)
)div
,(
δZRfd
)div
= −
(
Σf¯dfdR (k
2)
)div
. (51)
According to (45) and (46), this also fixes the divergent parts of the gauge-boson and
scalar field renormalization constants yielding
(δZAˆAˆ)
div = − e
2
16π2
(
32
9
n− 7
)
2
ǫ
,
(δZAˆZˆ)
div = − e
2
16π2
2
(
32s2W − 12
9cWsW
n+
42c2W + 1
6cWsW
)
2
ǫ
,
(δZZˆZˆ)
div = − e
2
16π2
(
32s4W − 12(2s2W − 1)
9c2Ws
2
W
n− 42c
4
W + 2c
2
W − 1
6c2Ws
2
W
)
2
ǫ
,
(δZWˆ )
div = − e
2
16π2
(
4
3s2W
n− 43
6s2W
)
2
ǫ
,
(δZHˆ)
div = (δZχˆ)
div =
(
δZφˆ
)div
= − e
2
16π2
∑
f
m2f
2M2Ws
2
W
− 2c
2
W + 1
4c2Ws
2
W
(ξQ + 3)
 2
ǫ
. (52)
The divergent parts of the gauge-boson field renormalization constants are independent
of ξQ in accordance with the general discussion given above.
The renormalized self-energies are obtained by adding the counterterms specified in
(A3) – (A10) to the unrenormalized self-energies. It is evident from (50) – (52) that
although the field renormalization constants cannot be chosen freely in the BFM, all
renormalized self-energies are nevertheless finite. Whereas in the conventional formalism
the field renormalization constants are adjusted in order to obtain finite self-energies, this
happens automatically in the BFM as a consequence of the Ward identities. The finiteness
of the longitudinal parts of the gauge-boson self-energies and of the gauge-boson–scalar
mixing energies follows directly from the finiteness of the renormalized tadpole and scalar
self-energies and the Ward identities (27) – (32).
A renormalization based on the on-shell definition of all parameters can therefore
consistently be used in the BFM. It renders all vertex functions finite while respecting
the full gauge symmetry of the BFM.
Since the divergent parts of the unrenormalized self-energies fulfill the Ward identities
by themselves, it is obvious that renormalization in the minimal-subtraction scheme also
preserves the symmetry of the BFM.
As mentioned above, the on-shell renormalization in the BFM fixes the residue of
the photon propagator to unity. The propagators of the other gauge bosons, scalars and
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left-handed up-type fermions acquire residues different from unity. This is similar to the
minimal on-shell scheme of the conventional formalism and has to be corrected in the
S-matrix elements by a UV-finite wave-function renormalization.
The renormalization constants introduced in (41) and (42) correspond to the physical
fields, i.e. the mass and electric charge eigenstates Aˆ, Zˆ, Wˆ±. Alternatively, one can
introduce renormalization constants in the symmetric formulation (see e.g. Ref. [ 19])
resulting in the minimal on-shell scheme. In the bosonic sector these renormalization
constants are given by
Wˆ a0 = (Z
Wˆ
2 )
1/2Wˆ a,
Bˆ0 = (Z
Bˆ
2 )
1/2Bˆ,
Φˆ0 = (Z
Φˆ)1/2Φˆ,
g2,0 = Z
Wˆ
1 (Z
Wˆ
2 )
−3/2g2 = Zg2g2,
g1,0 = Z
Bˆ
1 (Z
Bˆ
2 )
−3/2g1 = Zg1g1,
v0 = (Z
Φˆ)1/2(v − δv),
µ20 = (Z
Φˆ)−1(µ2 − δµ2),
λ0 = Z
λ(ZΦˆ)−2λ. (53)
In this formulation, the gauge symmetry of the BFM implies in addition to ZBˆ1 = Z
Bˆ
2
ZWˆ1 = Z
Wˆ
2 ,
δv = 0. (54)
Thus, for both the isotriplet fields of SU(2)W and the isosinglet field of U(1)Y a QED-
like relation between coupling constant and field renormalization holds, and there is no
renormalization of the vacuum expectation value other than the one owing to the Higgs-
field renormalization. The other restrictions following from (44) – (47) are already taken
into account in the ansatz (53) for the field renormalization. It is clear that also in this
on-shell scheme the field renormalizations of the gauge bosons are gauge-independent.
With the restrictions imposed by the BFM, the two renormalization schemes become in
fact equivalent, i.e. both schemes yield identical renormalized Green functions.
We have derived the relations between the renormalization constants from the back-
ground-field Ward identities given in the last section. As the gauge invariance of the
effective action is directly related to the gauge invariance of the classical Lagrangian [
2], those relations can also be inferred directly from the Lagrangian. One can check that
the relations listed above are precisely those required to render the renormalized classical
Lagrangian LC gauge-invariant.
As a consequence of the relations (44) – (47), the counterterm vertices of the back-
ground fields have a much simpler structure than the ones in the conventional formalism
(see e.g. Ref. [ 16]). Their explicit form is given in the appendix. Moreover, all vertices
resulting from an irreducible gauge-invariant part of the Lagrangian and in particular all
realizations of a generic vertex, e.g. Vˆ Vˆ Vˆ Vˆ , are renormalized in the same way.
In the appendix we have listed the counterterms for all vertices involving only back-
ground fields. These are sufficient for the renormalization of all one-loop processes.
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Through the parameter renormalizations and the renormalizations of the background
fields also the vertices containing both quantum and background fields and the pure
quantum-field vertices acquire counterterms. These become relevant in higher orders.
Their explicit form can easily be obtained using (41), (42) and the Feynman rules given
in the appendix.
5 PROPERTIES OF BFM VERTEX FUNCTIONS
As mentioned above, the BFM vertex functions possess improved theoretical properties
compared to their conventional counterparts. In previous treatments, such properties were
either explicitly enforced by construction [ 10, 11] or could only be verified for specific
examples [ 12, 13]. Since the properties could not be derived from the theory, their
theoretical understanding remained unclear. Moreover, the new “vertex functions” were
obtained by rearranging contributions between different conventional Green functions.
The field-theoretical meaning of these objects is obscure. In the BFM, the background-
field vertex functions themselves exhibit the improved properties. As will be illustrated in
this section, these properties can be directly deduced from the Ward identities discussed
in section 3. The Ward identities are a direct consequence of the background-field gauge
invariance and are valid independent of the value of the quantum gauge parameter ξQ.
Consequently, the properties of the BFM vertex functions following from these identities
also hold for arbitrary ξQ.
We first consider the fermion–gauge-boson vertex functions. In Ref. [ 13] it was found
by explicit calculation that in the pinch technique the one-loop fermion–gauge-boson
vertex functions are UV-finite when the fermion field renormalization has been added. In
the BFM, this fact is an obvious consequence of the relations between the renormalization
constants derived in the last section. As follows from (A25), the counterterm for the
Vˆ F¯F -vertex is solely given by the fermion field renormalization. Adding it to the vertex
function evidently cancels the UV divergence. Obviously, this fact holds for all values of
the quantum gauge parameter ξQ. From the counterterm structure given in the appendix
similar conclusions can be drawn for other vertex functions. In particular, the Vˆ Wˆ Wˆ
and Vˆ Vˆ ′WˆWˆ vertices become UV-finite after adding the field renormalization of two Wˆ
fields as can be read from (A11) and (A13). In Ref. [ 13] it was also noted that the
one-loop fermion–photon vertex functions including fermion field renormalization vanish
at zero momentum transfer of the photon. In the BFM, the inclusion of the fermion
field renormalization amounts to the complete renormalization of this vertex. But the
renormalized vertex correction vanishes owing to the renormalization condition for the
electric charge.
Next, we investigate the asymptotic behavior of the gauge-boson self-energies in the
BFM for |q2| → ∞. In Ref. [ 9], the explicit one-loop result for the leading logarithms
of the bosonic contributions to the gauge-boson self-energies in the BFM has been given
showing that their coefficients are independent of ξQ. However, this feature can also be
deduced from the Ward identities as follows. In dimensional regularization the unrenor-
malized one-loop self-energies obey (Vˆ , Vˆ ′ = Aˆ, Zˆ, Wˆ )
ΠVˆ Vˆ
′
(q2) =
ΣVˆ Vˆ
′
T (q
2)− ΣVˆ Vˆ ′T (0)
q2
= g2
Vˆ Vˆ ′
µǫ
(
−cVˆ Vˆ ′
2
ǫ
+UV-finite terms
)
, (55)
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where cVˆ Vˆ ′ is a q
2-independent coefficient, which can be read off from (50), gAˆAˆ = e,
gWˆWˆ = g2 = e/sW, gZˆZˆ = e/(cWsW), gAˆZˆ = e/
√
cWsW, and µ is a mass parameter
necessary to keep g2
Vˆ Vˆ ′
dimensionless. In the limit |q2| → ∞ all masses can be neglected
and on dimensional grounds the self-energies behave as
ΠVˆ Vˆ
′
(q2) ˜|q2|→∞ g2Vˆ Vˆ ′
(
−cVˆ Vˆ ′
2
ǫ
+ cVˆ Vˆ ′ log
|q2|
µ2
+UV-finite constant
)
. (56)
Using the identities
(δZVˆ Vˆ )
div = −
(
ΠVˆ Vˆ (q2)
)div
, (δZAˆZˆ)
div = −2
(
ΠAˆZˆ(q2)
)div
(57)
we can identify the divergent parts of δZVˆ Vˆ and δZAˆZˆ as
(δZVˆ Vˆ )
div = g2
Vˆ Vˆ
cVˆ Vˆ
2
ǫ
, (δZAˆZˆ)
div = 2g2
AˆZˆ
cAˆZˆ
2
ǫ
. (58)
We found in section 4 that the field renormalization constants for the gauge bosons and
thus (δZVˆ Vˆ ′)
div are gauge-independent. As a consequence, also the coefficients cVˆ Vˆ ′ of the
leading logarithms of ΣVˆ Vˆ
′
T (q
2) are independent of ξQ.
In Ref. [ 2] it has been shown for QCD that in the BFM the β-function of the gauge
coupling is related to the anomalous dimension and thus to the field renormalization
constant of the gauge boson. The same applies to the SM as well. The relation Ze = Z
−1/2
AˆAˆ
implies for the β-function associated with the electromagnetic coupling in the minimal-
subtraction scheme
βe(e) = cAˆAˆe
3 +O(e5), (59)
i.e. in analogy to QED, the coefficient of the leading logarithm of the photon self-energy
in the BFM equals the coefficient of the one-loop β-function. Analogously, the relation
Zg2 = (Z
Wˆ
2 )
−1/2 = Z−1/2
Wˆ
, which can be inferred from (46) and (54), yields for the charged-
current coupling
βg2(g2) = cWˆ Wˆg
3
2 +O(g52). (60)
The fact that the coefficients of the leading logarithms of the self-energies equal
the coefficients of the β-functions implies that the asymptotic behavior of effective cou-
pling constants e2(q2) and g22(q
2) defined via Dyson summation of self-energies (see e.g.
Refs. [ 10, 11, 13]) is governed by the renormalization group. As a consequence, we can
introduce running couplings as follows
e2(q2) =
e20
1 + ReΠAˆAˆ(q2)
=
e2
1 + ReΠAˆAˆ,ren(q2)
,
g22(q
2) =
g22,0
1 + ReΠWˆWˆ (q2)
=
g22
1 + ReΠWˆWˆ ,ren(q2)
, (61)
where the quantities on the right-hand side are the renormalized ones and the second
equality holds because of Ze = Z
−1/2
AˆAˆ
and Zg2 = Z
−1/2
Wˆ
, respectively. As these running cou-
plings can be expressed in terms of bare quantities, they are manifestly renormalization-
scheme independent in the BFM . Asymptotically these couplings are equivalent to the
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ones defined in Refs. [ 10, 11, 13], but for finite values of q2 there are differences.5 More-
over, the running couplings (61) depend on ξQ in the non-asymptotic region. This indi-
cates that any definition of running couplings via Dyson summation of self-energies that
take into account mass effects is not unique but a matter of convention. This arbitrari-
ness is made transparent in the BFM and has to be taken into account when considering
applications.
We can define a running sW(q
2) as the ratio of the electromagnetic and charged-current
running coupling constants
s2W(q
2) =
e2(q2)
g22(q
2)
=
e2
g22
1 + ReΠWˆ Wˆ ,ren(q2)
1 + ReΠAˆAˆ,ren(q2)
. (62)
In the leading-logarithmic approximation this can be written as
s2W(q
2) ˜|q2|→∞ s2W
(
1− cW
sW
ReΠAˆZˆ,ren(q2)
)
+O(e4). (63)
This resembles the definition of a running s2W(q
2) used for example in Ref. [ 22].
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper we have studied the application of the BFM to the electroweak SM. We
have given the full Lagrangian for the SM and indicated how the gauge-invariant effective
action of the BFM and the S matrix are constructed. A complete set of Feynman rules for
arbitrary values of a quantum gauge parameter has been listed including all counterterms
necessary for one-loop calculations.
We have shown that the gauge invariance of the BFM implies simple QED-like Ward
identities. They have been discussed in comparison with the Slavnov–Taylor identities of
the conventional formalism. As a consequence of the Ward identities, the vertex functions
in the BFM possess improved theoretical properties compared to their conventional coun-
terparts. In particular, this has been worked out for the example of running couplings
directly defined via Dyson summation. In contrast to the conventional formalism, their
asymptotic behavior is automatically governed by the renormalization group and inde-
pendent of the quantum gauge parameter. In comparison to former treatments like the
pinch technique, where desirable properties of Green functions could only be verified by
explicit computation, the BFM offers a well-suited framework for studying the properties
of off-shell Green functions by relating them to the gauge invariance of the effective action.
Moreover, practical calculations of S-matrix elements simplify considerably in the
BFM. The freedom to choose an appropriate gauge, e.g. the unitary gauge, for the back-
ground fields independently of the quantum gauge fixing allows to reduce the number of
contributing Feynman diagrams drastically. In addition, also the evaluation of loop dia-
grams simplifies. This holds in particular in the ’t Hooft–Feynman gauge for the quantum
fields.
When considering applications of the BFM in the SM it is particularly important to
establish a consistent renormalization which does not violate the explicit gauge invariance,
5Those differences also exist between the different formulations of the previous treatments.
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i.e. which does not alter the form of the Ward identities. This has been done starting
from two different renormalization schemes, a complete and a minimal on-shell scheme.
We have shown that the gauge symmetry imposes relations between field renormalization
constants and the renormalization constants of the SM parameters, i.e. electric charge
and particle masses. It was pointed out that even with this reduced set of independent
renormalization constants all Green functions of the SM become finite. This has been
verified explicitly at one-loop order by calculating the relevant quantities. The renormal-
ization constants of the physical parameters are still independent of each other so that
all on-shell parameter renormalization conditions can be maintained. Thus, the on-shell
scheme is compatible with the symmetries of the BFM. Furthermore, it is obvious that
the same holds for the minimal-subtraction scheme.
As a consequence of gauge invariance, the renormalization in the BFM drastically
simplifies compared to the conventional formalism both technically and conceptually. In
the BFM, much less independent renormalization constants are needed and the countert-
erms have a much simpler structure. All realizations of a generic vertex have one single
universal counterterm. If charge and particle masses are identified with their physical
values, the field renormalizations of all gauge bosons become gauge-independent.
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Note added
Shortly before completion of this paper we became aware of a simultaneous work [ 23]
focussing on the renormalization of the electroweak SM (omitting fermions) in the BFM.
As in this reference the residue of the Higgs field is required to be unity, in contrast to our
result (54) a nonzero (but nevertheless finite) correction δv to the vacuum expectation
value of the Higgs field is needed. This violates the na¨ıve Ward identities and is cured
in Ref. [ 23] by including δv into the renormalized Ward identities. Since the renormal-
ization in the BFM necessarily involves fields whose residues differ from unity we find
it preferable to carry it out in such a way that the explicit gauge invariance and corre-
spondingly the form of the Ward identities is retained. Furthermore, we disagree with
the conclusion of Ref. [ 23] that the Landau gauge would be enforced for the background
fields. In fact, we do not find any reason that would require this restriction.
A FEYNMAN RULES IN THE BACKGROUND-FIELD METHOD
In this appendix we list the Feynman rules of the SM in the BFM for an arbitrary
quantum gauge parameter ξQ = ξ
W
Q = ξ
B
Q . We write down generic Feynman rules for all
vertices and give the possible actual insertions. We use here the shorthand notation
c = cW, s = sW. (A1)
From the Feynman rules given here, the vertex functions corresponding to the gauge-
invariant effective action of the BFM can be calculated. No gauge-fixing term is included
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for the background fields. Such a term is only relevant for the construction of connected
Green functions and S-matrix elements from the vertex functions. It can be chosen in-
dependently from the gauge-fixing of the quantum fields. If a linear gauge is used, only
the propagators of the background fields are affected. In a background Rξ gauge, the
background-field propagators take the same form as the quantum-field propagators given
below with ξQ replaced by the background gauge parameter ξB. Note, however, that it
is preferable to use a more convenient gauge for the background fields like the unitary
gauge.
We first list the vertices containing only background fields including counterterms. In
lowest order, these vertices are identical to the ones in the conventional formalism (see
e.g. Ref. [ 16]). Their counterterms, however, have a much simpler structure. Note that
in the BFM apart from the two-point functions each generic vertex has a universal coun-
terterm. As mentioned above, these counterterms are sufficient for the renormalization of
all one-loop processes.
In the vertices all momenta and fields are considered as incoming.
• tadpole:
Hˆ
S = iδt. (A2)
• Vˆ Vˆ counterterm:
Vˆ2,νVˆ1,µ, k
S
= i
[
(−gµνk2 + kµkν)C1 + gµνC2
]
(A3)
with the actual values of Vˆ1, Vˆ2 and C1, C2
Vˆ1Vˆ2 Wˆ
+Wˆ− ZˆZˆ AˆZˆ AˆAˆ
C1 δZWˆ δZZˆZˆ
1
2
δZAˆZˆ δZAˆAˆ
C2 M
2
WδZWˆ + δM
2
W M
2
ZδZZˆZˆ + δM
2
Z 0 0
(A4)
• Vˆ Sˆ counterterm:
SˆVˆµ, k
S
= ikµCδZHˆ (A5)
with the actual values of Vˆ , Sˆ and C
Vˆ Sˆ Wˆ±φˆ∓ Zˆχˆ
C ±MW iMZ
(A6)
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• SˆSˆ counterterm:
Sˆ2Sˆ1, k
S = i
[
δZHˆk
2 − C
]
(A7)
with the actual values of Sˆ1, Sˆ2 and C1, C2
Sˆ1Sˆ2 HˆHˆ χˆχˆ, φˆφˆ
C M2HδZHˆ + δM
2
H − e2s δtMW
(A8)
• FF¯ counterterm:
F¯2F1, p
S
- - = i
[
CL6p ω− + CR6p ω+ − CS
]
(A9)
with the actual values of F1, F¯2 and CL, CR, CS
F1F¯2 f f¯
CL δZ
L
f
CR δZ
R
f
CS mf
1
2
(
δZLf + δZ
R
f
)
+ δmf
(A10)
• Vˆ Vˆ Vˆ Vˆ coupling:
Vˆ1,µ Vˆ3,ρ
Vˆ2,ν Vˆ4,σ
s = ie2C
[
2gµνgσρ − gνρgµσ − gρµgνσ
]
(1 + δZWˆ ) (A11)
with the actual values of Vˆ1, Vˆ2, Vˆ3, Vˆ4 and C
Vˆ1Vˆ2Vˆ3Vˆ4 Wˆ
+Wˆ+Wˆ−Wˆ− Wˆ+Wˆ−ZˆZˆ Wˆ+Wˆ−AˆZˆ Wˆ+Wˆ−AˆAˆ
C 1
s2
− c2
s2
c
s
−1
(A12)
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• Vˆ Vˆ Vˆ coupling:
Vˆ2,ν , k2
Vˆ1,µ, k1
Vˆ3,ρ, k3
s
= −ieC
[
gµν(k2 − k1)ρ + gνρ(k3 − k2)µ
+ gρµ(k1 − k3)ν
]
(1 + δZWˆ )
(A13)
with the actual values of Vˆ1, Vˆ2, Vˆ3 and C
Vˆ1Vˆ2Vˆ3 AˆWˆ
+Wˆ− ZˆWˆ+Wˆ−
C 1 − c
s
(A14)
• SˆSˆSˆSˆ coupling:
Sˆ1 Sˆ3
Sˆ2 Sˆ4
s = ie2C
[
1 +
δM2H
M2H
+
e
2s
δt
MWM2H
+ δZHˆ
]
(A15)
with the actual values of Sˆ1, Sˆ2, Sˆ3, Sˆ4 and C
Sˆ1Sˆ2Sˆ3Sˆ4 HˆHˆHˆHˆ, χˆχˆχˆχˆ HˆHˆχˆχˆ, HˆHˆφˆ
+φˆ−, χˆχˆφˆ+φˆ− φˆ+φˆ−φˆ+φˆ−
C − 3
4s2
M2
H
M2
W
− 1
4s2
M2
H
M2
W
− 1
2s2
M2
H
M2
W
(A16)
• SˆSˆSˆ coupling:
Sˆ2
Sˆ1
Sˆ3
s = ieC
[
1 +
δM2H
M2H
+
e
2s
δt
MWM
2
H
+ δZHˆ
]
(A17)
with the actual values of Sˆ1, Sˆ2, Sˆ3 and C
Sˆ1Sˆ2Sˆ3 HˆHˆHˆ Hˆχˆχˆ, Hˆφˆ
+φˆ−
C − 3
2s
M2
H
MW
− 1
2s
M2
H
MW
(A18)
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• Vˆ Vˆ SˆSˆ coupling:
Vˆ1,µ
Vˆ2,ν
Sˆ1
Sˆ2
s = ie2gµνC(1 + δZHˆ) (A19)
with the actual values of Vˆ1, Vˆ2, Sˆ1, Sˆ2 and C
Vˆ1Vˆ2Sˆ1Sˆ2 ZˆZˆHˆHˆ Wˆ
+Wˆ−HˆHˆ, Wˆ+Wˆ−φˆ+φˆ− AˆAˆφˆ+φˆ− ZˆAˆφˆ+φˆ− ZˆZˆφˆ+φˆ−
ZˆZˆχˆχˆ Wˆ+Wˆ−χˆχˆ
C 1
2c2s2
1
2s2
2 − c2−s2
cs
(c2−s2)2
2c2s2
and
Vˆ1Vˆ2Sˆ1Sˆ2 Wˆ
±Aˆφˆ∓Hˆ Wˆ±Aˆφˆ∓χˆ Wˆ±Zˆφˆ∓Hˆ Wˆ±Zˆφˆ∓χˆ
C − 1
2s
∓ i
2s
− 1
2c
∓ i
2c
(A20)
• Vˆ SˆSˆ coupling:
Sˆ1, k1
Vˆµ
Sˆ2, k2
s = ieC(k1 − k2)µ(1 + δZHˆ) (A21)
with the actual values of Vˆ , Sˆ1, Sˆ2 and C
Vˆ Sˆ1Sˆ2 ZˆχˆHˆ Aˆφˆ
+φˆ− Zˆφˆ+φˆ− Wˆ±φˆ∓Hˆ Wˆ±φˆ∓χˆ
C − i
2cs
−1 c2−s2
2cs
∓ 1
2s
− i
2s
(A22)
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• SˆVˆ Vˆ coupling:
Vˆ1,µ
Vˆ2,ν
Sˆ
s = iegµνC(1 + δZHˆ) (A23)
with the actual values of Sˆ, Vˆ1, Vˆ2 and C
SˆVˆ1Vˆ2 HˆZˆZˆ HˆWˆ
+Wˆ− φˆ±Wˆ∓Aˆ φˆ±Wˆ∓Zˆ
C 1
c2s
MW
1
s
MW −MW −scMW
(A24)
• Vˆ F¯F coupling:
F¯1
Vˆµ
F2
s
>

Z
Z}Z
Z
= ieγµ
[
CLω−(1 + δZLF1)
+ CRω+
(
1 + 1
2
(δZRF1 + δZ
R
F2
)
)] (A25)
with the actual values of Vˆ , F¯1, F2 and CR, CL
Vˆ F¯1F2 Aˆf¯f Zˆf¯f Wˆ
+f¯ufd, Wˆ
−f¯dfu
CL −Qf I
3
W,f
−s2Qf
cs
1√
2s
CR −Qf −scQf 0
(A26)
• SˆF¯F coupling:
F¯1
Sˆ
F2
s
>

Z
Z}Z
Z
= ie
[
CLω−
(
1 +
δmF1
mF1
+
1
2
δZLF1 +
1
2
δZRF1
)
+ CRω+
(
1 +
δmF2
mF2
+
1
2
δZLF1 +
1
2
δZRF2
)] (A27)
with the actual values of Sˆ, F¯1, F2 and CR, CL
SˆF¯1F2 Hˆf¯f χˆf¯f φˆ
+f¯ufd φˆ
−f¯dfu
CL − 12s
mf
MW
−i 1
2s
2I3W,f
mf
MW
+ 1√
2s
mfu
MW
− 1√
2s
mfd
MW
CR − 12s
mf
MW
i 1
2s
2I3W,f
mf
MW
− 1√
2s
mfd
MW
+ 1√
2s
mfu
MW
(A28)
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Note that in contrast to the conventional formalism no counterterms are needed for
the ZˆAˆHˆHˆ, ZˆAˆχˆχˆ, AˆχˆHˆ and HˆZˆAˆ couplings.
We now consider the Feynman rules for vertices containing quantum fields. We treat
these vertices in lowest order, i.e. we do not list the counterterms explicitly. As mentioned
above, all lowest-order vertices involving fermions have the usual form. Since the gauge-
fixing term is quadratic in the quantum fields, apart from vertices involving ghost fields
only vertices containing exactly two quantum fields differ from the conventional ones.
Thus, the other vertices involving quantum fields have in lowest order the same form as
the pure background-field vertices given above. Their insertions can be obtained from the
ones listed for the pure background-field vertices by forming all possible combinations
of quantum and background fields, e.g. one infers Wˆ+W−AZ,W+Wˆ−AZ,W+W−AˆZ
and W+W−AZˆ as the possible insertions for the Vˆ V V V coupling corresponding to
Wˆ+Wˆ−AˆZˆ.
Some of the vertices containing two quantum fields also have the usual Feynman
rules. These are Vˆ Vˆ SS, SˆSˆV V , Vˆ SS and SˆV V . In the following we list those couplings
for which the generic form or actual insertion differs from the ones in the conventional
formalism. Note that some of the insertions appearing in the conventional couplings have
no counterpart here. We list only the non-vanishing insertions.
• Vˆ Vˆ V V coupling:
The Vˆ Vˆ V V coupling has two generic forms depending on the actual insertions,
Vˆ1,µVˆ2,νV3,ρV4,σ : ie
2C
[
2gµνgρσ − gµσgνρ(1− 1
ξQ
)− gµρgνσ(1− 1
ξQ
)
]
(A29)
for the insertions
Vˆ1Vˆ2V3V4 Wˆ
±Wˆ±W∓W∓ ZˆZˆW+W− AˆZˆW+W− AˆAˆW+W−
Wˆ+Wˆ−ZZ Wˆ+Wˆ−AZ Wˆ+Wˆ−AA
C 1
s2
− c2
s2
c
s
−1
(A30)
and
Vˆ1,µVˆ2,νV3,ρV4,σ : ie
2C
[
2gµρgνσ − gµνgρσ − gµσgνρ(1 + 1
ξQ
)
]
(A31)
for the insertions
Vˆ1Vˆ2V3V4 Wˆ
+Wˆ−W+W− Wˆ±ZˆW∓Z Wˆ±AˆW∓Z Wˆ±AˆW∓A
Wˆ±ZˆW∓A
C 1
s2
− c2
s2
c
s
−1
(A32)
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• Vˆ V V coupling:
Vˆ1,µ(k1)V2,ν(k2)V3,ρ(k3) :
−ieC
[
gνρ(k3 − k2)µ + gµν(k2 − k1 + k3
ξQ
)ρ + gρµ(k1 − k3 − k2
ξQ
)ν
]
(A33)
with the actual values of Vˆ1, V2, V3 and C
Vˆ1V2V3 AˆW
+W−, Wˆ+W−A, Wˆ−AW+ ZˆW+W−, Wˆ+W−Z, Wˆ−ZW+
C 1 − c
s
(A34)
• SˆSˆSS coupling:
Sˆ1Sˆ2S3S4 : ie
2C (A35)
with the actual values of Sˆ1, Sˆ2, S3, S4 and C
Sˆ1Sˆ2S3S4 HˆHˆHH HˆHˆχχ HˆχˆHχ φˆ
+φˆ−HH, HˆHˆφ+φ−
χˆχˆχχ χˆχˆHH φˆ+φˆ−χχ, χˆχˆφ+φ−
C − 3
4s2
M2
H
M2
W
− 1
4s2
M2
H
M2
W
− ξQ
2c2s2
− 1
4s2
M2
H
M2
W
+
ξQ
4c2s2
− 1
4s2
M2
H
M2
W
− ξQ
2s2
and
Sˆ1Sˆ2S3S4 φˆ
±Hˆφ∓H φˆ+φˆ−φ+φ− φˆ±φˆ±φ∓φ∓ φˆ±Hˆφ∓χ
φˆ±χˆφ∓χ φˆ∓χˆφ±H
C − 1
4s2
M2
H
M2
W
+
ξQ
4s2
− 1
2s2
M2
H
M2
W
− ξQ
4c2s2
− 1
2s2
M2
H
M2
W
+
ξQ
2c2s2
∓ iξQ
4c2
(A36)
• SˆSS coupling:
Sˆ1S2S3 : ieC (A37)
with the actual values of Sˆ1, S2, S3 and C
Sˆ1S2S3 HˆHH Hˆχχ χˆHχ Hˆφ
+φ−
C − 3
2s
M2
H
MW
− 1
2s
M2
H
MW
− ξQMWc2s − 12s
M2
H
MW
+ ξQ
MW
2c2s
− 1
2s
M2
H
MW
− ξQMWs
and
Sˆ1S2S3 φˆ
±φ∓H φˆ±φ∓χ
C − 1
2s
M2
H
MW
+ ξQ
MW
2s
∓iξQMW s2c2
(A38)
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• Vˆ V SˆS coupling:
Vˆ1,µV2,νSˆ1S2 : ie
2gµνC (A39)
with the actual values of Vˆ1, V2, Sˆ1, S2 and C
Vˆ1V2Sˆ1S2 ZˆZHˆH Wˆ
±W∓HˆH Wˆ±W∓φˆ∓φ± AˆAφˆ±φ∓ ZˆAφˆ±φ∓ ZˆZφˆ±φ∓
ZˆZχˆχ Wˆ±W∓χˆχ AˆZφˆ±φ∓
C 1
2c2s2
1
2s2
1
s2
2 − c2−s2
cs
(c2−s2)2
2c2s2
and
Vˆ1V2Sˆ1S2 Wˆ
±AHˆφ∓ Wˆ±Aχˆφ∓ Wˆ±Zφˆ∓H Wˆ±Zφˆ∓χ Wˆ±ZHˆφ∓ Wˆ±Zχˆφ∓
AˆW±φˆ∓H AˆW±φˆ∓χ ZˆW±Hˆφ∓ ZˆW±χˆφ∓ ZˆW±φˆ∓H ZˆW±φˆ∓χ
C −1
s
∓ i
s
− 1
2cs2
∓ i
2cs2
c2−s2
2cs2
±i c2−s2
2cs2
and
Vˆ1V2Sˆ1S2 Wˆ
±W∓χˆH
Wˆ∓W±Hˆχ
C ± i
2s2
(A40)
• V SˆS coupling:
VµSˆ1(k1)S2(k2) : ieC2k1,µ (A41)
with the actual values of V , Sˆ1, S2 and C
V Sˆ1S2 ZχˆH ZHˆχ Aφˆ
±φ∓ Zφˆ±φ∓ W±φˆ∓H,W∓Hˆφ± W±φˆ∓χ W±χˆφ∓
C − i
2cs
i
2cs
∓1 ± c2−s2
2cs
∓ 1
2s
− i
2s
i
2s
(A42)
• SVˆ V coupling:
SVˆ1,µV2,ν : iegµνC (A43)
with the actual values of S, Vˆ1, V2 and C
SVˆ1V2 HZˆZ HWˆ
±W∓ χWˆ±W∓ φ±Wˆ∓A φ±Wˆ∓Z φ±ZˆW∓
C 1
c2s
MW
1
s
MW ∓ isMW −2MW c
2−s2
cs
MW − 1csMW
(A44)
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Next, we list the Feynman rules for couplings involving ghost fields. As above, pure
quantum-field vertices have the usual Feynman rules.
• Vˆ G¯G coupling:
G¯1, k1
Vˆµ
G2, k2
sp
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
}
>
= ie(k1 − k2)µC (A45)
with the actual values of Vˆ , G¯1, G2 and C
Vˆ G¯1G2 Aˆu¯
±u±, Wˆ±u¯Au∓, Wˆ∓u¯∓uA Zˆu¯±u±, Wˆ±u¯Zu∓, Wˆ∓u¯∓uZ
C ±1 ∓ c
s
(A46)
• V G¯G coupling:
VµG¯1G2 : iek1,µC (A47)
with the actual values of V , G¯1, G2 and C as given in (A46).
• Vˆ Vˆ G¯G coupling:
G¯1
G2
Vˆ1,µ
Vˆ2,ν
sp
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
}
>
= ie2gµνC (A48)
with the actual values of Vˆ1, Vˆ2, G¯1, G2 and C
Vˆ1Vˆ2G¯1G2 Wˆ
±Wˆ±u¯±u∓ Wˆ+Wˆ−u¯AuA Wˆ+Wˆ−u¯AuZ , AˆZˆu¯±u± Wˆ+Wˆ−u¯ZuZ
AˆAˆu¯±u± Wˆ+Wˆ−u¯ZuA ZˆZˆu¯±u±
C − 2
s2
2 −2 c
s
2 c
2
s2
(A49a)
and
Vˆ1Vˆ2G¯1G2 Wˆ
+Wˆ−u¯±u± AˆWˆ±u¯±uA ZˆWˆ±u¯±uA, AˆWˆ±u¯±uZ ZˆWˆ±u¯±uZ
AˆWˆ±u¯Au∓ ZˆWˆ±u¯Au∓, AˆWˆ±u¯Zu∓ ZˆWˆ±u¯Zu∓
C 1
s2
−1 c
s
− c2
s2
(A49b)
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• Vˆ V G¯G coupling:
Vˆ1,µV2,νG¯1G2 : ie
2gµνC (A50)
with the actual values of Vˆ1, Vˆ2, G¯1, G2 and C
Vˆ1V2G¯1G2 Wˆ
±W±u¯±u∓ Wˆ±W∓u¯AuA Wˆ±W∓u¯AuZ , AˆZu¯±u± Wˆ±W∓u¯ZuZ
AˆAu¯±u± Wˆ±Wˆ∓u¯ZuA, ZˆAu¯±u± ZˆZu¯±u±
C − 1
s2
1 − c
s
c2
s2
and
Vˆ1V2G¯1G2 Wˆ
±W∓u¯±u± AˆW±u¯±uA ZˆW±u¯±uA, AˆW±u¯±uZ ZˆW±u¯±uZ
Wˆ±Au¯Au∓ Wˆ±Zu¯Au∓, Wˆ±Au¯Zu∓ Wˆ±Zu¯Zu∓
C 1
s2
−1 c
s
− c2
s2
(A51)
• SˆG¯G coupling:
G¯1
Sˆ
G2
sp
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
}
>
= ieCξQ (A52)
with the actual values of Sˆ, G¯1, G2 and C
SˆG¯1G2 Hˆu¯
ZuZ Hˆu¯±u± φˆ±u¯±uA, φˆ±u¯Au∓ φˆ±u¯±uZ , φˆ±u¯Zu∓
C − 1
c2s
MW −1sMW MW scMW
(A53)
• SG¯G coupling:
SG¯1G2 : ieCξQ (A54)
with the actual values of S, G¯1, G2 and C
SG¯1G2 Hu¯
ZuZ Hu¯±u± χu¯±u± φ±u¯±uA φ±u¯±uZ φ±u¯Zu∓
C − 1
2c2s
MW − 12sMW ∓ i2sMW MW − c
2−s2
2cs
MW
1
2cs
MW
(A55)
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• SˆSˆG¯G coupling:
G¯1Sˆ1
Sˆ2 G2
sp
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
}
>
= ie2CξQ (A56)
with the actual values of Sˆ1, Sˆ2, G¯1, G2 and C
Sˆ1Sˆ2G¯1G2 HˆHˆu¯
ZuZ HˆHˆu¯±u±, φˆ+φˆ−u¯±u± φˆ+φˆ−u¯AuA φˆ+φˆ−u¯AuZ φˆ+φˆ−u¯ZuZ
χˆχˆu¯ZuZ χˆχˆu¯±u± φˆ+φˆ−u¯ZuA
C − 1
2c2s2
− 1
2s2
−2 c2−s2
cs
− (c2−s2)2
2c2s2
and
Sˆ1Sˆ2G¯1G2 Hˆφˆ
±u¯±uA χˆφˆ±u¯±uA Hˆφˆ±u¯±uZ χˆφˆ±u¯±uZ
φˆ±Hˆu¯Au∓ φˆ±χˆu¯Au∓ φˆ±Hˆu¯Zu∓ φˆ±χu¯Zu∓
C 1
2s
∓ i
2s
1
2c
∓i 1
2c
(A57)
• SˆSG¯G coupling:
Sˆ1S2G¯1G2 : ie
2CξQ (A58)
with the actual values of Sˆ1, S2, G¯1, G2 and C
Sˆ1S2G¯1G2 HˆHu¯
ZuZ HˆHu¯±u± φˆ±φ∓u¯±u± φˆ±φ∓u¯AuA φˆ±φ∓u¯AuZ φˆ±φ∓u¯ZuZ
χˆχu¯ZuZ χˆχu¯±u± φˆ±φ∓u¯ZuA
C − 1
4c2s2
− 1
4s2
− 1
2s2
−1 c2−s2
2cs
− (c2−s2)2
4c2s2
and
Sˆ1S2G¯1G2 Hˆφ
±u¯±uA χˆφ±u¯±uA Hˆφ±u¯±uZ Hˆφ±u¯Zu∓ χˆφ±u¯±uZ χˆφ±u¯Zu∓
φˆ±Hu¯Au∓ φˆ±χu¯Au∓ φˆ±Hu¯Zu∓ φˆ±Hu¯±uZ φˆ±χu¯Zu∓ φˆ±χu¯±uZ
C 1
2s
∓ i
2s
− c2−s2
4cs2
1
4cs2
±i c2−s2
4cs2
∓ i
4cs2
and
Sˆ1S2G¯1G2 Hˆχu¯
±u±
χˆHu¯∓u∓
C ∓ i
4s2
(A59)
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Finally, we give the quantum-field propagators:
• gauge bosons V = A, Z, W (MA = 0)
k
Vµ Vνs s = −i
[
gµν
k2 −M2V
− (1− ξQ)kµkν
(k2 −M2V )(k2 − ξQM2V )
]
(A60)
• Faddeev–Popov ghosts G = uA, uZ , u± (MuA = 0, MuZ = ξQMZ, Mu± = ξQMW)
k
G G¯-p p p p p p p p p p ps s =
i
k2 −M2G
(A61)
• scalar fields S = H , χ, φ (Mχ = ξQMZ, Mφ = ξQMW)
k
S Ss s =
i
k2 −M2S
(A62)
• fermion fields F = f
p
F F¯-s s =
i(6p +mF )
p2 −m2F
(A63)
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